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The meeting was organised in conjunction with the Zürich meeting, on the occasion
of the 20th anniversary of the ESR. The President of the ESR, Mats Stading, opened
the meeting welcoming ESR delegates, ESR representatives of individual members
and guests.
The officers of the ESR and delegates of European Rheology Groups and associated
as well as representatives were present (see Appendix 1).
The Agenda, as emailed by the ESR Secretary, Jean-François Tassin, on March 8,
2016, was accepted.

Topic 1. Minutes of the 15th ESR Committee Meeting (Nantes, France,
2015)
The minutes, as emailed by the ESR secretary were accepted.
Topic 2. Report by ESR President, Mats Stading
Mats mentioned in his report (see Appendix 2),
 the successful AERC in Nantes in April 2015 showing a record high
number of participants, close to 600
 the good job of organising committee
 the Weissenberg Award awarded to Dimitris Vlassopoulos
 the decision of the ESR Committee in Nantes to end the business
relationship with the web provider OneInnovation, due to several flaws
which were too difficult and expensive to fix.
 the search for a new web provider, associated with rigorous
specifications for the ESR website. Two proposals came out, one from
Sweden as a result of Mats and Johann's Wiklund involvement and one
from Switzerland under that of Peter Fischer. These two proposals
were presented to the ESR Committee for evaluation and scored almost
equal amounts of webvotes votes from the delegates.
 That the Executive Council has assembled twice, in Naples on
November 6 2015 and in Zürich on March 31. The Executive Council
has had three additional web-meetings due to the web issues.
Topic 3. Report by ESR Treasurer, Mike Webster
Mike Webster provided his report for 2015/2016 (attached as Appendix
3) which was presented by Mats. The financial report was approved
unanimously by the ESR Committee, and the Treasurer was thanked.
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Topic 4. Report by European Editor, Jan Vermant
Jan’s report is given in Appendix 4
 The impact factor is expected slightly above 2 (above JNNFM, but still beyond
JoR).
 The number of submitted manuscripts has increased.
 Thematic issues on LAOS, Yield stress fluids and Cells and Blood are under
progress
 H. Winter will step down from Editor in chief and will get an honorary editor
position
 The free access for ESR members is still agreed by Springer.
Jan also reported on the editorial board and publisher difficulties for Physics of Fluids
and on the subsequent creation under the APS umbrella of the Physical Review of
Fluids. Physics of Fluids still exists and Chief Editor is Jeff Giacomin. The existence of
a new journal dealing with rheology might have negative consequences for the existing
one, especially JoR.
Topic 5. Report by ESR Website Editor, Johan Wiklund
Johan's report (attached as appendix 5) was presented by Mats. The website crashed last
fall and a static web page was introduced. After contacts with several
possible providers, the Executive Council (EC) identified two possible alternatives:
Proposal A
Development: IN.SE
Contact: Rikard Nilsson (r@in.se:)
Hosting: Cloud service Microsoft Azure
Reference web page: Nordic Rheology Society
Contact within ESR: NRS President Stefania
Baldursdottir
(stefania.baldursdottir@sund.ku.dk)

Proposal B
Development: Azular
Contact: Adrian Kühnis (info@azular.com)
Hosting: TU Eindhoven
Reference web pages: Leistungsfotografie, iway,
yourSIGN
Contact within ESR: ESR EC rep Peter Fischer
(peter.fischer@ilw.agrl.ethz.ch)

Topic 6. Decision on renewal of website
The two proposals were based on the specifications required for the ESR as prepared by
Johan and provided to both companies.
Proposal A was presented by Stefania. The cost is 8100 € plus an additional cost for
hosting at 680 €/year. The company built the website of the Nordic Society. It is
successfully running for 4 months, and the company provides rapid responses.
Proposal B was presented by Peter. The cost is 5400 € and the website will be hosted at
TU Eindhoven, without additional cost.
Answering a question from Manfred "who is making the daily work", the web editor
will be responsible for proposal A and Peter Fischer for the setting that Patrick
Anderson will be responsible for proposal B.
The two proposals were submitted to votes.
Proposal A : 1: Proposal B : 5; abstention : 1
Proposal B is thus chosen. Peter Fischer will contact Anzular to get started with the
new web site, and Jan Vermant will keep contact with Patrick Andersson, who will
appoint a person to the web-committee.
Topic 7. Report on the preparations for the AERC2017
The report was presented by Stefania (see appendix 6). The AERC2017 will be held in
Copenhagen, April 3 – 6, 2017.
Topic 8. Any other topic
Mats informed the members of the committee that the secretary, Jean-François Tassin has
decided to step down from the Executive Council. Jean-François was thanked for the work
done for the ESR.

Corneliu Balan expressed his wish for a summer school, for PhD and post-docs in East
Europe. This would allow for a meeting at moderate cost. He thinks that a decision can be
made in Kyoto (during ICR2017). Jan reminded that there is a committee for Thematic
Conferences and Rheology Schools which could favour such organization.
Topic 9. Place and date of next meeting
The next Committee Meeting will be held in Copenhagen during AERC2017. The exact date
and the place will be announced in due time.

April 11th, 2016

Mats Stading
ESR President

Jean-François Tassin
ESR Secretary
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Report from the President
March 2016
The successful AERC in Nantes in April 2015 showed again a record high number of
participants, close to 600. The organising committee did quite an impressing effort to prepare the
program, host all the participants and to set up an interesting scientific content. ESR had the
pleasure of awarding the Weissenberg Award to the awardee Dimitris Vlassopoulos.
At the Annual Meeting of the ESR Committee in Nantes it was decided to end the business
relationship with the web provider OneInnovation. The ESR web site had shown several flaws
which were too difficult and expensive to fix. The search for a new web provider started directly
after the Nantes meeting and the activities of the Executive Committee have since been much
influenced by this. We have successful and well attended AERCs, but in between the meetings
the only active, assisted networking activities of the ESR are channelled through the web site,
and it is therefore quite important for the Society. The web committee’s Johan Wiklund
negotiated quite far together with the President with one new provider who after some months
pulled out, and we had to start all over. Another four Swedish companies were contacted by the
same persons, and Peter Fischer contacted one Swiss network provider. After comparing the
ESR specifications with the quotes provided, two companies were selected and asked for
updated proposals. These two, one Swiss and one Swedish, were presented to the ESR
Committee for evaluation and scored equal amounts of votes from the delegates, and the a new
web provider will therefore be chosen at the Annual Meeting 2016.
The Executive Council has assembled twice, in Naples on November 6 2015 and in Zürich on
March 32. The Executive Council has had an additional three web-meetings due to the web
issues.

Mats Stading
President of the ESR
Gothenburg, March 24 2016
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Treasurer’s Report
April 2015 to April 2016
This is the eleventh annual return of the elected Treasurer (MF Webster), covering
the period from April 2015 to April 2016, using a sterling-euro transfer rate ~1.33.
In the present financial year, movement and transactions to report in Society funds,
include further PayPal payments (ESR subs fees+, £290 + PP balance £106), with no
further commitment to www-update fees (One Innovation). The main annual
transactions are (see below): the income (total receipts £16,564) provided by:
Delegate fees AERC2015 Nantes (£11,154), account rebalances (Applied Rheology
liability, PayPal payments www, Anton Paar Award £1067), and net interest (~£9);
outgoings (total payments £5169) cover costs for www-update fees (~£0), Applied
Rheology liability (~£3,676 outstanding), www-domain renewal charges (~£366),
Bank transfer charges (~£15), and Other Miscellaneous charges (incl. Anton Paar
Award, PayPal refunds ~£1111).
Summarising to the end of the current financial year, 20 April 2016, there was an
opening balance of (£14,324) and a closing year balance of (£25,719, cash at bank,
carrying liability (~£3,676). This yields a net cash turnover of (~£11,394), inclusive
of bank interest and transfer charges. The present financial year, 2015-2016, is an
ICR year, and shall not see an income from the Annual Rheology Conference.
Nevertheless, a shorter meeting is planned in ZTH Zurich (Apr 2016) to
commemorate the 10-Year anniversary of AERC and 20-Year anniversary of ESR.
Charity Commission Annual return figures, for period 01 Jan - 31 Dec 2015, are
income-receipts (£16563), outgoings-payments (£9310).
Financial dealings are held to be in accordance with the governing document of the
Society, following UK Charity Commission guidelines. The Annual Bank Financial
Statement and banking documents will have been viewed by an independent
scrutineer and made available to ESR executive committee (Board of Trustees). All
financial dealings throughout the year have been conducted by direct bank transfer.
Four members of ESR Committee are current signatories to the Society cheque book.

Accordingly, the position of the Society is commended to you as buoyant, covering
the financial and organizational procedures outlined above.
Professor Mike Webster, ESR Treasurer
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ESR Financial statement April 2015- April 2016

2015/16
out £

Summary
to
2014/2015
(01/01/2015
to
31/12/2015
Charity
Comm)

16563.10
(01/01/2015
to
31/12/2015

Charity
Comm)
9310.30

to
2015/2016

Opening balances
Receipts
Total net credit interest
AERC 2015 Nantes
AppRheo Karlsruhe 2014 AERC
www domain+
Other misc.recpts (AntonP Awards)
PayPal { ESR subs+ receipts}
Total receipts

2015/16
in £

2014/15
out £

14324.13

9459.43

9.02

7.28

11154.47
3676.75
366.13
1067.07
290.81
16564.25

12802.04

638.61
13447.93

Payments
Bank Funds transfer charges
One Innovation www 2014-15
AppRheo Karlsruhe 2014 AERC
www domain+

3676.75
366.13

639.70

Other misc.chgs)
Total Payments

1111.42
5169.30

2996.47
8583.23

15.00

150.00
4797.06

Turnover

11394.95

Closing balances

25719.08

Trend/Ratio Analysis
Turnover:Capital (ROCE - profitability)
Receipts:Payments (incomings-outgoings)
Payments:Capital (Liquidity)

2014/15
in £

0.00
0.80
3.20
0.36

4864.70
14324.13
End-yr
chk-sum

0.00
0.51
1.57
0.91

European Editor Report
To the European Society of Rheology
01-04-2015 until 01-04-2016
Jan Vermant

Statistics
Impact Factor (2015): 1.9
(5y avg) : 2.1
Rank in MECHANICS 32/139 (Q1)
Cited Half-Life: >10.0 years

Other Journals

0.8

Kor-Aus JOR

1.1

Appl Rheol.

1.2

Biorheology

1.8

JNNFM

1.9

RA

3.2

3.3

JOR

IF
(5y AVG)

IF
(2013)

Journal

2.1
1.9
2.0
1.0
0.8

Statistics-2
Manuscripts received (last 12 Months, european editor only)
84 (74) new submissions,
sions,
52 (48) revisions

Decision ratio
Accept
Major Revision
Minor Revision
Reject

29%
28%
17%
26%

Rejection rates (DV) : for 2010 43%, for 2009: 32%; for 2008: 29 % ; for 2007: 31%
Rejection rates (JV) : for 2011 - 36%, 2012 -31% - 2013 - 32% - 2014 - 43% - 2015-41%

Statistics - 3
Avg. days from submission to first decision 62 (55)
Avg. days from submission to final decision 84 (76)
Total Pending Manuscripts : 12
Oldest manuscript without a decision 192 days
Acceptance ratio 0.55 (0.55)

All papers undergo screening by editor or editorial board member
e.g. mere data reports do not get sent out for review
for some we hope that reviewers are willing to educate the authors.

Statistics - 4
• Most cited papers (last 5yrs)

Specials
•
•
•
•
•

Free access continues (needs to work again)
Review articles
Weissenberg award lecture paper
Thematic issue -Prof. S. Guido (guest editor)
Thematic issue - Profs. Coussot, Ovarlez, Malkin

A worry
• Physics of Fluids
• Physical Review Fluids
• Soft Matter / Langmuir / Macromolecules ..

Rheologica Acta
Publication award
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procedure : editors select 10 papers / last 3 yrs
3 EB members constitute a committee
The committee will be changed every year
Editors and committee members are not eligible
Sponsored by Anton Paar in 2016
Awarded at ICR

Questions?
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Report from the web editor
Dear colleagues in the ESR Committee,
The ESR web site developed by the company One Innovation was
subjected to several hacker attacks last year. The hacker attacks lead to
numerous problems with some of the WordPress plug-ins that were
developed by third party software suppliers. The attacks also identified
the security problems with WordPress since it is a platform based on
open source code. The functionality of the ESR web site could thus no
longer be maintained and we were forced to take it off-line and replace it
with a static website until a new solution is found. At the Committee
Meeting in Nantes, it was decided to end all relations with the previous
web provider and search for a new solution. After contacts with several
possible providers, the Executive Council (EC) identified two possible
alternatives:
Proposal A
Development: IN.SE
Contact: Rikard Nilsson (r@in.se:)
Hosting: Cloud service Microsoft Azure
Reference web page: Nordic Rheology Society
Contact within ESR: NRS President Stefania Baldursdottir
(stefania.baldursdottir@sund.ku.dk)
Proposal B
Development: Azular
Contact: Adrian Kühnis (info@azular.com)
Hosting: TU Eindhoven
Reference web pages: Leistungsfotografie, iway, yourSIGN
Contact within ESR: ESR EC rep Peter Fischer (peter.fischer@ilw.agrl.ethz.ch)

It should be noted that both proposals include the possibility to
implement the SoR conference handling system developed by Albert
Cole, should that later be found to be a good solution for the ESR. Based
on our experience it is evident that the new ESR website solution must
be based on a stable platform that is continuously kept updated
externally to prevent security issues. The ESR website must be easy to
maintain and the administration work required to keep it fully functional
should not be neglected.
The next important step is now to decide which solution is most
beneficial for all national as well as ESR individual members and to
develop a new website that meets the needs of the ESR, its member
societies as well as the individual members.
I thank you all for your efforts assisting in finding a good solution for
the ESR web site.
Yours sincerely
Johan Wiklund
ESR web editor
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New web site for ESR

Background
The European Society of Rheology wants a new web site with functionality outlined in the document
“General specification of web site for ESR”. The web site should be possible to expand with modules for
abstract handling and conference administration. The layout and functionality will be similar to the web
site I have built for the Nordic Rheology Society1.

Price
The functions outlined in “General specification of web site for ESR” will be delivered at a maximum cost
of 75 000SEK (≈8 000€). If the time taken to develop the site will be less than 100 hours the price will be
adjusted downwards accordingly with 750SEK/hour (≈80€/hour). The invoice will be sent after the site
has been approved by the ESR Executive Council. Costs for web hosting, domains and certificates are not
included in the offer, but a suggested hosting solution is given below including typical costs.

Description of the web site
The main functions included in the new site are:
•
•
•
•
•

Management of ESR members and administrator roles
News article system where members can create and edit articles. Moderators must approve
articles before they are published
An Event handling system where members can add calendar events which will be displayed on
the front page and a graphical calendar which also show the events.
Similar to the news and event management there will also be a management module for new job
advertisements.
A simple management of a moderated discussion forum where members can add new threads
and reply to other members posts.

All the pages will be responsive i.e. they will adopt according to the users screen size so that e.g. News
can be read on mobiles and tablets. The articles, events, jobs, discussion forums etc. will all be
searchable from a search function.
Functions and pages that require membership will be automatically redirected to the login page, and
after logging in all the pages will be encrypted (https) so that passwords and sensitive information will
always be protected. All encryption requires a certificate which typically costs 100€ per2.

Website framework
The pages will be published regularly during development at Microsoft’s cloud service Azure3 for
evaluation before publication under rheology-esr.org. This means that the web site is always
1

Available at http://nordicrheologysociety.org/
see for example https://uk.godaddy.com/web-security/ssl-certificate
3
the address http://rheology-esr.azurewebsites.net/ will be used
2

automatically backed up. The website will not be based on a Content Management System such as
WordPress, instead Microsoft Visual Studio and the programming language C# with JavaScript
frameworks such as JQuery and Bootstrap will be used. The content of the site will be stored in a data
base and MS SQL will be used, which is available in Azure. The numbers of servers used and the size of
the database is flexible and during periods of high traffic e.g. before the ESR conferences, the necessary
resources can temporarily be expanded. There is also a free version of Visual Studio, should an ESR web
administrator want to add content or change the web site.
The pages and functions will be designed to be simple thus not requiring support. There are no plug-ins
which need to be upgraded and if Azure is used for the hosting environment Microsoft is responsible for
the underlying management of database and the operating system.
If there will be a need for new functions and development of the site IN Identity Management can do
this. The hourly fee is 750SEK/hour (≈80€/hour).

Hosting
A reasonably sized web site would require a database size “S0” with 250GB of storage (≈12€/month) and
a web server size “S1” with SSL (≈53€/month). Exact prizes for different options are available at Azure4.
The total hosting cost per year, including the certificate cost mentioned above, would then typically be
780€.

Option – Meeting Administration
The web site is designed to be expanded with add-ons for meeting administration, such as an abstract
handling system for conferences. This can either be a tailored system, a link to commercial abstract
handling systems such as from X-CD Technologies5 or an integration of the abstract handling system used
by the Society of Rheology in the US (as I understand is developed by Albert Co).
Conference administration can also be added including conference registration, payment by credit card6,
lists of participants, automatic reminders, and participant handling of registrations etc. The conference
registration system can also be correlated with the abstract handling system e.g. for automatic checks of
required abstracts or other documentation before registration.
The options are not included in the present quote and will be offered separately on demand.

I hope you will find this offer attractive and I am looking forward working with the ESR.

Rikard Nilsson, IN Identity Management

4
5

See https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/

See http://www.x-cd.com/conference-management-software
6
Payment by credit card requires a payment service which typically costs 600€/year, or PayPal could be used who
charges about 2% per transfer.
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Proposal for the Relaunch of the ESR web-site
Dear Colleagues,
Attached please find the quotation of Azular GmbH to redesign and relaunch the web-site of
the ESR. The quotation is embedded in a larger arrangement we were able to settle in the
past weeks and months:
• The quotation of Azular GmbH will make up the new heart of the ESR web-site
including membership handling and interactivity (for details please see the quotation).
• Access modalities to both journals, Rheologica Acta and Applied Rheology, are settled
with the European Editor, Springer Verlag, and Applied Rheology/Kerschensteiner
Verlag.
• Hosting of the web-site will be provided by TU Eindhoven to minimize yearly costs
and to secure smooth implementation of the Conference Organizing Tool kindly
provided by the Society of Rheology.
• The Conference Organizing Tool of the Society of Rheology will serve the ESR to
organize the Annual European Rheology Conferences.
In case of questions regarding this proposal, please feel free to contact us at any time.
Best regards,
Adrian Kühnis (Azular GmbH), Jan Vermant, Patrick Anderson, and Peter Fischer

1

Azular GmbH, Limmatstrasse 2, 8957 Spreitenbach
Tel: +41 (0)56 424 05 26, Email: info@azular.com
UID: CHE-112.131.069, MwSt-Nr: 684'971

Azular GmbH, Oberstadtstr. 10A, CH-5400 Baden

Offerte Nr.

2016-02-03-ESR
(replaces 2016-01-28-ESR)
Datum:
03.02.2016
Unsere Referenz: Adrian Kühnis

The European Society of Rheology
Mats Stading
Peter Fischer

Quotation
Please find below our offer for the relaunch of rheology-esr.net. The realization bases on Redaxo
Content-Management-System.
Services
Website Setup: Installation, setup and configuration of
Contact Management System and the required modules
and elements.

Qty
1

Unit
-

per Unit
1'800.00

CHF
1'800.00

1

-

1'200.00

1'200.00

1

-

500.00

500.00

Included:
Default Dynamic/Responsive Template: Simple website
template with dynamic width and navigation for mobile
devices and large screens
Unlimited number of pages and subpages can be created,
modified and moved by admin users
Member management: Secure member management and
login system (not open source, developed by Azular).
Member assignment to group (admin, member, active, …).
Member can edit his own profile.
Included:
Member database setup depending on the user
information required (please advise)
Import of existing user data (to be provided as CSV or in
SQL format)
Automatic Membership Expiration: Setting of
membership expiration date. Automatic email notice to user
prior to expiry (renewal information/Paypal link) and after
membership expiration.

Secure Member Areas
Included:
News, Job Description and Event/Conference Blocks:
Pre-formatted content blocks for information submitted by
members in the member area. Daily email report to Admin
users to publish/refuse new content. Display on web page
as teaser list and full view.

1

1'500.00

1'500.00

900.00

900.00

Member Access to ESR Journals
Active members have access to Applied Rheology and
Rheologica Acta.
Member/Admin Access to Conference Org Tool
The Windows-Server based tool (Windows Server based,
by Alfred Co) is displayed in a HTML iFrame or statically
linked (please advise).
Tests/Support/Training/Communication:
Training in using Redaxo CMS and admin tools. Place:
Zürich, other places on request. Duration: 3 hours, up to 6
participants.
Communication with specialists for external content
integration (e.g. ESR Journals, Organization Tools)

1

-

Tests on all platforms and browsers: Mac: Firefox 30,
Chrome 30, Safari 7 or higher Windows: Firefox 30.x,
Chrome 30.x, Internet Explorer 10 or higher
iOS and Android: Safari and Chrome actual versions
Free email/phone support:
Support for trained administrators by email or phone during
30 days after the training.
Optional (not included in the quote total)
- Setup of the Wordpress Website on a protected server for content recovery: CHF 450
- Hosting: e.g. Hostpoint.ch SmartHosting (10GB, unlimitted email accounts): from 120 Fr. per Year
- SSL-Certificate for https-operation of the web site, e.g. GeoTrust from CHF 79 per Year
- Design of a customer specific website layout: from CHF 1800
- Programming of a customer specific website template based on a graphical layout: from CHF 1000
Total excl. VAT
VAT. 8%
Total incl. VAT, CHF

Validity and Realisation
Validity of the quotation: 30 Days
Realisation: 2-4 Weeks
Conditions:
50% pre-payment on order
50% at final work
Additional services that are not included in this offer are at cost charged and invoiced monthly:
- Programming 160 CHF / h
- Support / Installation / Updates / image and text editing: 135 CHF / h
- Travel time 100 CHF / h

5'900.00
472.00
6'372.00

Not included:
- Cost of hosting
- Setup of email accounts on a new web hosting or moving email data to a new web hosting
- Cost for images or licenses
- Installation/Setup of Conference Management System by SoR
Outlook:
For a full integration of the conference organisation tool into the ESR website it must be
rewritten in PHP. For a effort estimation, the current tool and requirements
must be studied in more detail.

NRC & AERC 2017
Copenhagen, Denmark

3‐6 April 2017

Copenhagen

Scandic Hotel
Is located centrally in the city, close to the main railway station (25 min from the
International Airport), many other hotels, as well as Tivoli and other attractions

Venue ‐ Scandic Hotel

Symposia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rheology of powders and granular material
Food & bio‐rheology
Interfacial rheology
Micro & nano‐rheology, microfluidics
Gel and self‐assembled systems
Suspensions and colloids
Solids, glasses and composites
Polymer solutions and melts
Non‐Newtonian fluid mechanics and fluid
instabilities

Fees and budget overview
• Registeration fees:
Member
Non‐member
Student
Short course
Exhibitors

Early bird
575 €
595 €
325 €
50 €
2.000‐3.000 €

Late registration
625 €
645 €
425 €
50 €

• Budgeted expenses per delegate DKK 3000 (EUR
400)
• Expected profit: DKK 23.800 (EUR 3.100)
– 300 regular participants
– 150 student delegates

Chairpersons
Stefania Baldursdottir
University of Copenhagen (UCPH)
Ole Hassager
Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
Organizing committee
Peter Szabo
Kristoffer Almdal
Henrik K. Rasmussen
Kell Mortensen
Johanna Aho
Richard Ipsen

DTU
DTU
DTU
UCPH
UCPH
UCPH

Industrial partners
Niall Young
DuPont
Per Andersen
Arla Foods

www.aerc2017.dk

